
Objective  

To help you develop a system of critical analysis for describing, interpreting, and evaluating portraits 

which focuses their attention and yields information about the artwork. 

Gathering Information  

Come up with lots of information. Remember: the point is to gather data, not to give it meaning-that 

comes later. Here is a list of questions to trigger a response. Depending upon the portrait, here are some 

possibilities:  

1. What is the person wearing?  

2. What can you say about the pose: casual, playful, formal?  

3. Are there signs of an occupation or avocation?  

4. What are the physical dimensions of the canvas?  

5. Is the sitter pushed up against the picture plane or further back into the picture space?  

6. Is the sitter facing forward (frontal), three quarter, or profile? 7 

7. What beside the portrait is in the picture: animals, weapons, tools?  

8. Is the portrait a full-body portrait, half body, or just the face?  

9. Is it an individual portrait, a couple, or a group such as a family?  

 

Interpreting Information  

Now that you have gathered lots of information, it's time to ask what it all means. There will be 

differences of opinion, and that should be encouraged as long as the opinion can be justified by 

information in the painting.  

 

Examples:  

1. If a person is wearing very beautiful clothing, it might be a person showing off his/her 

expensive dress; it might indicate class or status; or it may indicate a painter's ability to paint 

fabric.  

2. If a portrait seems very large, it may mean that the person is important or wealthy.  

3. If a portrait contains older people, middle age, young adults, and children, it is probably a 

family portrait, and may indicate pride of place and success.  

4. If a portrait is mainly of the face, it may be an attempt to capture the sitter's personality, their 

happiness, thoughtfulness, seriousness, playfulness, innocence, etc.  

5. If a portrait contains animals, it may mean that the sitter is proud of his livestock, racing 

horse, or pedigree dog. It may indicate compassion or nurturing or be a symbol of fidelity.  

 



Based on  http://www.huntington.org/uploadedfiles/files/pdfs/hsgreadportraits.pdf 

Evaluation: Is it a good painting?  

 

This is generally a difficult task for anyone. Important works of art, especially those in a museum tend to 

intimidate the viewer. How should a work be judged? Start by using some traditional criteria for judging 

art.  

1. Is the portrait realistic? Realism is still a very good test of an artist's ability. If you think 

realism is important, then the work can be judged accordingly. The less the painter flatters or 

exaggerates, the more realistic. 

2. Does the portrait teach a lesson? If you believe the work teaches a lesson, is it a moral lesson, 

an economic lesson, just what is the lesson? Is the artwork successful in teaching that lesson?  

3. Are the formal properties of the portrait satisfying? Form and formal properties are very 

important aspects of art.  

4. Is there a balance between near and far? Is one side of the canvas given more weight than the 

other, and if so what acts as a counterweight?  

5. Is the figure comfortably placed within the dimensions of the canvas?  

6. Are there satisfying lines of force, such as a figure standing and a dog lying down, an arm 

pointing, or diagonals that direct the eye? These lines give balance as well as variety to the 

picture.  

7. Does the portrait communicate a feeling or an emotion? Good art should engage one's 

feelings, and the success or lack of it can be used to judge the work of art. For example does 

the artist successfully express the happiness of the child, the fatigue of the worker, the 

gentleness of the loving father, the anger of the abused wife, etc?  

There are many other criteria for judging, such as creativity, craftsmanship, color combinations, and many 

more. You can use whatever criteria helps you best understand the work, but an important part of the Art 

Slides assignment is that you can explain your criteria and evaluate the works of art accordingly. I 

understand that this isn’t necessarily an easy task.  

 

Also remember that the best artworks satisfy more than one criterion. An excellent portrait may be 

formally satisfying, contain a lesson, be realistic, and communicates a feeling, as well as be highly 

creative and skillfully done. 

Some of these will be harder to write about than others. I've included some of these to challenge your 

thinking. I don't want you to tell me what the painting is and leave it at that, I want you to tell me the 

"take home message" of the work, the story within it. Always be asking yourself, "Why did the artist 

choose do to do THAT?" It might help if you consider what genre you think it might belong to: 

landscape, portrait, abstract, etc.  

6 - 8 sentences should be your target length for each response. I don't want to say how many pages it 

should be, but at least 6 - 8 sentences for each slide should be enough for me to get a sense of your point 

of view. Yes, I would like you to write on every slide- all of them. (Yes, all of them!) 

The next page contains a worksheet for you to use in order to help you complete the assignment. 

  



Based on  http://www.huntington.org/uploadedfiles/files/pdfs/hsgreadportraits.pdf 

Starting the assignment 

Jot down in your notebooks answers to these questions for every artwork. Just make a list of all the things you see. 

Don’t interpret them; just list them. Later you will turn this notes into a 6 – 8 sentence paragraph. 

1.  What is the person wearing?  

2.  What can you say about the pose: casual, playful, formal?  

3.  Are there signs of an occupation or avocation?  

4.  What are the physical dimensions of the canvas?  

5.  Is the sitter pushed up against the picture plane or further back into the picture space?  

6.  Is the sitter facing forward (frontal), three quarter, or profile?  

7.  What beside the portrait is in the picture: animals, weapons, tools?  

8.  Is the portrait a full-body portrait, half body, or just the face?  

9.  Is it an individual portrait, a couple, or a group such as a family?  

10.  Other things you see. 

Interpreting the Portrait 

Now that you have gathered the above information, what meanings can you find in the painting? Think about (but 

don’t be limited to) the following questions:  

1.  What does the person’s clothing indicate?  

2.  If it is a very large portrait, what does that indicate?  

3.  If there are things other than the sitter included in the painting, what do they indicate?  

4.  If there is an animal included, what can it symbolize?  

5.  By looking at the face or the pose, what can you tell about the personality of the sitter?  

6.  From what you see in the painting are there other meanings?  

Evaluation: Is the portrait a good work of art?  

Let the following questions act as a guide, but don’t be limited by them.  

1.  Do you think a portrait should look “real?” If so, does the portrait you are looking at look realistic? 

For example, does the fabric look real? Does it hang naturally? Do you sense the weight of the 

body? Are the proportions of the body those that seen natural to you? What are the other realistic 

qualities?  

2.  Do you think art should tell a story? If so, does the portrait you are looking at tell a story? Does it 

suggest a lesson you should learn? If so, what is it?  

3.  Do you think an artist should communicate a feeling he/she has? If so, how does the portrait make 

you feel about the subject?  

4.  Are you satisfied with the formal qualities, such as balance, stability, and variety? What are the 

formal qualities that impress you?  

5.  What are the other aspects of this painting that are especially well done? 


